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Catholic School Champion: G. Michael Pressley
on Saturday, 02 June 2012.

A prodigious and world-renowned scholar, Dr. Pressley served as the
inaugural academic director of ACE's ACE Teaching Fellows (STT)
program. In May 2006, he lost a hard-fought battle with cancer.
Dr. Pressley's legacy in the academic world is replete with evidence
from his research, writing, mentorship of graduate and undergraduate
students, contributions to state and national education policy, and
service to the profession in the areas of literacy and educational psy‐
chology. He was a member of the Notre Dame psychology faculty
from 1997 to 2001 and, while serving ACE, was also Notre Dame
Professor of Catholic Education.
Michael Pressley was one of the most cited scholars in the field of social science and educa‐

Michael Pressley was one of the most cited scholars in the field of social science and educa‐
tion. He belonged to the distinguished few who were among the 1 percent cited in research
literature. He was well-known for his work on balanced literacy instruction, reading strategies
for comprehension and text analysis. He was renowned for his senior authorship of the k–6
basal literacy program, Open Court, now known as McGraw-Hill/SRA Open Court, a series
that has had a direct impact on millions of children.
Dr. Pressley was honored with several prestigious career awards during his career. He pub‐
lished more than 350 articles and book chapters, and authored or edited more than 25 books
on literacy, psychology and education. His contributions to individuals, programs, universities
and the education profession are numerous; the value of his role as a key architect of ACE
STT's academic program cannot be overstated.
Soon the 2012 recipients of the Michael Pressley Awards for Academic Excellence and
Promising Scholar in the Education Field will be announced. To read about last year's recipi‐
ents, click here.
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About ACE
The University of Notre Dame’s Alliance for Catholic Education (ACE) sustains and strengthens underresourced Catholic schools through leadership formation, research and professional service to ensure
that all children, especially those from low-income families, have the opportunity to experience the gift
of an excellent Catholic education. More info
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